Lt1 stand alone harness

However GM makes calibration changes to each of their Electronic Modules internal software
and hardware systems on an irregular basis. Below is original content. Nothing is a repeated
myth from the internet or a magazine article. One Example is the 34 Ford on our home page. All
circuits are correctly fuse protected. The OBD port and Accelerator pedal connectors will be an
appropriate length depending on the donor harness provided. Every wire and connector is
tagged with laminated plastic labels that will not fall off or smear. Installation instructions are
clear and concise along with detailed graphics. If we are running longer the website will be
adjusted to reflect accordingly. Please watch the video What Happens and What to Expect on
the contact page for all of the details on timing. At a minimum VATS will need to be turned off
correctly and there are numerous other codes that will need to be turned off in the software. We
have been aligned with Speartech since January and they know exactly what to do so your
engine will run perfectly with a standalone harness. Everything must match exactly. Changes to
the High Pressure Fuel Pressure Sensor in have made upward and downward compatibility of
the systems not possible without changes made to the harness, sensors and ECM. Please call
for more details. A matched set from a single donor can be modified to run perfectly. Believe
what you want. See the note about the 34 Ford directly above. The relay will be integral to our
fuseblock. We've used LPH on the L83 5. Never has an engine starved for fuel with this setup.
The only advantage to an aftermarket "PWM" pump is that you don't need a return line to your
fuel tank. In the end, feel free to use whatever pump you like and set the pressure at whatever
you want to believe. Does a standard fuel pump cycle for 3 seconds when the key is turned on?
Are there any drawbacks to using a standard fuel pump? Use a quality pump from MSD or
Walbro and a quality pressure regulator and there will be no drivability, starting or pedal
response issues. There's absolutely no need to do so. See above. Can the PWM Fans from the
donor be reused? We can tag the wire in the harness that controls the PWM Fan s. Can a
standard electric cooling fan be used? Will the Alternator work normally? If a steady state
voltage is critical due to big stereo system, off road lighting or winch loads consider having
your alternator converted at a local shop to be self exciting. The donor compressor can be set
to run full displacement and is perfectly compatible with aftermarket AC systems and Factory
AC setups in older vehicles as long as the refrigerant is compatible with both the compressor
and system. See the Videos on the FAQ tab for details on how to make the compressor work in
your swap. What should I do for gauges? They are truly Plug and Play. What about Power
Steering? Each has a unique approach so take a look at their offerings and make your decision
based on your unique situation. Can you lengthen the harness? We will add length to the
Alternator and AC Circuits if those are relocated due to bracket and mount location changes.
Where will the ECM mount if I have you rework the factory harness? What Transmissions can
you set the harness up for? Your original factory configuration is the easiest and lowest cost
option. Note that any transmission changes must be properly planned for and are quoted on a
case by case basis. Can you build a harness to swap a L83 or L86 where an LV3 was? View on
Mobile. Our stock harnesses are 4 feet from the rear of engine passenger side. An engine
management harness is pretty much what you will find from most wiring harness companies.
Basically, it contains all of the necessary functions to make the engine start and run, while also
supplying any necessary signals from the computer such as speedometer and check engine
light control. There are no main power feeds required for this harness, just a single switched
ignition power will switch a relay in the harness that in turn, supplies 12V power to all of the
required engine sensors and the ECU. These harnesses are designed for the hot rod, or project
car that will be using aftermarket or mechanical gauges. There is no wiring for oil or
temperature gauges since the aftermarket usually supplies sending units and wiring for these.
All of our harnesses, whether it is a complete custom harness, or our engine management
harness, come with an easily accessible DLC Data Link Connector that is usually long enough
to be mounted in the passenger compartment. This allows for easy access to the ECU via a
laptop or standard scan tool. All of the fuses and relays are labeled on the underside of the
covers just like a factory vehicle. Description Additional information Description. Built From
Scratch Stand Alone Engine Harness An engine management harness is pretty much what you
will find from most wiring harness companies. Optional braided loom available for an extra
charge. Select Your Options. Choose an option Yes No. Choose an option Clear. Our stock
harnesses are 4 feet from the rear of engine passenger side. An engine management harness is
pretty much what you will find from most wiring harness companies. Basically, it contains all of
the necessary functions to make the engine start and run, while also supplying any necessary
signals from the computer such as speedometer and tachometer. There are no main power
feeds required for this harness, just a single switched ignition power will switch a relay in the
harness that in turn, supplies 12V power to all of the required engine sensors and the ECU.
These harnesses are designed for the hot rod, or project car that will be using aftermarket or

mechanical gauges. There is no wiring for oil or temperature gauges since the aftermarket
usually supplies sending units and wiring for these. All of our harnesses, whether it is a
complete custom harness, or our engine management harness, come with an easily accessible
DLC Data Link Connector that is usually long enough to be mounted in the passenger
compartment. This allows for easy access to the ECU via a laptop or standard scan tool.
Harnesses come covered in standard OE split loom. Optional braided loom available for an
extra charge. All of the fuses and relays are labeled on the underside of the covers just like a
factory vehicle. You must be logged in to post a review. Built From Scratch Stand Alone Engine
Harness An engine management harness is pretty much what you will find from most wiring
harness companies. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Select Your Options. Tags: engine
harness , engine swap , harness , lt1 , lt1 harness , stand alone , swap , wiring , wiring harness.
Choose an option None Manual 4L60E. Choose an option Yes No. Choose an option No Yes
Clear. The transmission on this application is the 4L60E. Any harness can be made to operate a
full or no emissions engine. The main reason not to run with full emissions is simple, if the
vehicle is below California forget about it. We have computer programs available that allow you
the freedom to run a no emissions engine. If you remove the emissions you will gain longer
engine life in the process. For special requests Contact SSW. Throughout the next 3 to 4 years
the distributor went from non-vented to vented in , with three different timing cover designs and
three different distributors from Speed Scene Wiring can help you acquire the parts you need
based on your info. These are the standards, before global organization and federal control for
all manufacturers. And after total federal control, with standard of communicating language for
all cars in the US. OBDIII soon to come will be big brother, this system will notify you with a set
amount of time to fix the manufacturer related problem. The fuel injected LT1 went from 2
heated o2 sensor, to 4 heated O2 sensors, 2 pre heated and two posts heated sensors. Our
harnesses are all made with top of the line copper strand wire. Each harness comes complete
with the necessary relays and its own fused power source. Each harness comes complete with
full technical support by phone or online. Our harnesses come completely loomed with
automotive grade split loom. We use all GM grade connectors. Installation consists of simply
laying out the harness on the motor and plugging in the various devices. We have provided
plenty of room for placement of the computer, each harness is exactly 3 feet from the rear of the
engine to the pcm, with an overall length of 6 feet from PCM to the furthest sensor connection.
We have also supplied the correct rubber grommet to install the computer inside the car. This
harness is perfect for dropping any LT1 engine into any vehicle. This harness will work with the
LT1 but will require the use of an PCM service number PCM reprogramming is necessary for the
correct transmission operation and antitheft removal, your PCM must have as the service
number found on the tag. We offer PCM reprogramming separately. A list of connections on the
harness is below. Programming must be purchased from the programming page. Please allow
working days for order processing. For faster service please call and place your order. Please
see our shipping policy before ordering. Larrys Electric. Home Shipping policy. Product Policy.
Contact Us. Special orders. Shop Home. Categories Fuel Injection Harnesses. Chassis Harness.
Vintage air Products. Universal fan controllers. Tuned Port Intake, and Accessories.
Replacement Connectors. Pig Tails and Adaptors. Universal Fuse boxes. View Cart. View Your
Cart There are no items in your cart. Shop Vehicles FAQ. Online Payments. All Rights Reserved.
Built with Volusion. The Gen 5 V8 is here! We've got it up and running and have tracked down
all the necessary components to start manufacturing complete standalone harnesses for swap
projects! Our Gen 5 harnesses and control systems are designed to be used with the factory
Gen 6 Camaro ZL1 fuel pump and in-line fuel pressure sensor which is available from your local
Chevy dealer or from Rick's Tanks who makes fuel tanks ready to go with the pump for various
popular swap vehicles. If you don't want to use the factory fuel pump and in-line pressure
sensor, we can set the harness up for use with a regular high-flow fuel pump to be used in
conjunction with a vacuum referenced fuel pressure regulator, just let us know. With direct
injection and VVT, it's a whole new design and we have stayed ahead of the curve by
developing a harness package for this new engine. You have all of the familiarity of our 24x and
58x hook-up design for the all new GM Gen 5 V8! Harness packages are ready to order today!
Just like our 24x and 58x offerings, these all new Gen 5 V8 stand alone harnesses are built for
full function, closed loop control, and designed for non-emissions use no post-cat O2's, purge
canister, or fuel tank evap interface. The standard length of our new harnesses are 3. This
length is measured from the back of the engine where the harness forms a single trunk line , to
the location of the ECM, and is typically designed for mounting the ECM inside the cabin area.
This setup and measurements work for most of our customers, but as always, we can make the
harness to your specifications. Just give us a call. All harnesses are covered in our latest
high-tech, high-temp woven covering for a durable, show car look. We now offer support for

complete control systems for the LT5 using the 10 speed transmission! Give us a call for info!
LT5 - 6. LT4 - 6. Listed programming prices on our site are subject to change on a case-by-case
basis. Further explanation will be given when placing your order. Gen 5 LT1 Sensor Package.
These engines are different from the LS platform in that the Gen 5 is Direct Injected and
operates off an updated engine and electrical platform. We make it simple, 3 wires and your
running. Each harness is also Dyno run and tested before we send it out to you. Please let us
know if you have any questions of if we can customize anything to make your project. Each
harness comes fully labeled with full set of instructions for simple, easy installation. Have
Questions? Call or Email us Now. Please let us know if you have any questions of if we can
customize anything to make your project that much better. Each harness comes with the
following connector provisions, you can always customize your harness- just give us a call!
Please let us know if you have any questions, we would love to hear about your project and help
in any way we can. At Swap we are driven by the enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our
motorsports community. We strive to offer the best products for those projects at the best
prices. We focus on the detail of every build making our products above market standard, you
get more than you pay for, you get perfectionâ€¦â€¦. Stock Aftermarket. Stock Other. No Yes.
This order is subject to all Terms and Conditions found here: swapspecialties. Gen 5 LT
Standalone Harness quantity. Category: Harnesses and PCM's. Description Description We
make it simple, 3 wires and your running. Let the quality of your harness reflect the quality of
your project! Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us. Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us. Email Us.
Scroll Up. We hand build every harness to fit exactly what your project needs and they actually
form fit on the engine to make your wiring look and perform perfectly. We use the highest
quality wire, brand new OEM connectors, weatherproof fuse and relay box, and finish it off with
a multitude of covering options. With the best Warranty, tech support, and quality be assured
your wiring will offer to be one of the best investments for your project. Use the selections to
build your custom harness, or feel free to give us a call and we would love to personally walk
you through your build. Each Harness comes entirely labeled and full set of instructions for
easy and quick installation. Have Questions? Call or Email us Now. Each GM LS harness comes
with the following, you can also customize anything you would like-just give us a call! Let the
quality of your harness reflect the quality of your project. Please let us know if you have any
questions, we would love to hear about your project and help in any way we can! At Swap we
are driven by the enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our motorsports community. We
strive to offer the best products for those projects at the best prices. We focus on the detail of
every build making our products above market standard, you get more than you pay for, you get
perfectionâ€¦â€¦. No Yes Tune Mine mail in. No Yes. Year of engine, type of vehicle its going
into, anything you would like customized, ect This order is subject to all Terms and Conditions
found here: swapspecialties. LS Gen3 24x Standalone Harness quantity. Category: Harnesses
and PCM's. Description Description Each GM LS harness comes with the following, you can
also customize anything you would like-just give us a call! Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us.
Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us. Email Us. Scroll Up. Skip to main content of results for "lt1
wiring harness". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a
new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping.
Michigan Motorsports fuel Injector Harness Adapter. Adapts LQ4 LQ9 4. Only 5 left in stock order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. N
2000 gmc sierra headlight assembly
2001 honda civic starter location
husquarna smr 450
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

